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College Librari will he closed
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0 Cal Wins Water
Fails To Gain Senate
On the California election scene,
propositions up for
the two key
voters’ decisions proved to be a
study in opposites. Proposition 1.
the state water program appeared
w he finally winning its way
after first appearing headed for
fame The Senate reapportionment proposal "never got off the
ground."
Late returns from the Los Angeles area reversed the tide for
the water proposition which would
create the "world’s largest water
transport system" and its approval
sas guaranteed.
The effort to redistribute the
state Senate in favor of southern
California met immediate and
sure defeat in all but Los Angeles

county. First returns indicated a
north -south battle might develop
over the issue but it later turned
out that even the southern portion of the state opposed the
measure.
The proposition to increase the
terms of trustees of the Stale
College System of California to
eight years won easy approval.
The board of trustees had recently
been established as part of the
new Master Plan for California
colleges. The measure was supported by most state educators
and government officials.

SJS Off Friday
There’s no school tomorrou!
Because of Veterans DA
formerly Armistice Day), Sari
Jose State students wit !enjoy
the firsa holiday of the semester.
(’laws’ resume Monday.

Demo-Ruled
Congress
Awaits Jack

NO. 32

Electoral Landslide for Kennedy;
Nixon Cuts Demo’s Popular Vote

President elect. John Kennedy, the newly elected president is ex- bination of Kennedy’s religion and
The new president, John F. Kenwhile secure in the number of his pected to remain at 338 while the liberal platform might alienate
nedy will begin his four year term
electoral votes, yesterday watched GOP candidate will probably this area. Vice President Nixon,
with an advantage that President
his popular vote lead over Richard reach 185. The 269 votes necessary did. however, carry four of the
Eisenhower has not enjoyed since
Nixon decrease to a near record for election was reached by the southern states.
St talents itei es led III competing the first two years of his adminisMassachusetts senator Tuesdayl
margin.
NIXON WINS WEST
in the semi-annual Dr. Dorothy tration- -a friendly congress.
With only 8000 precincts night when election returns showed
The vice president also picked
Kaucher Oral Interpretation conIt was no surprise that the Demthat Minnesota had given its 11 up strength in the mid-west where
test must sign up before 5 p.m. ocrats, who started with a sub- throughout the nation left to be
votes to him.
he carried most of the farm states
today in the Speech and Drama stantial majority in both houses, counted, the total popular vote
Senator Kennedy picked up a to add 91 electoral votes to his
department office. SD100, accord- retained control of the legislature. for Senator Kennedy totaled 33.ing to Mrs. Noreen LeBarge However, the election returns did 215.000 while the Nixon vote hard core of strength early in the tally. ID the far west also, he
Mitchell. assistant professor of produce some bad news for the reached 33,027.000 late yesterday. returns when most of the larger , pulled in additional votes by winAs of last night it appeared industrial states of the east went ! ning Washington, Oregon, Idaho,
speech. Competition is limited to Democrats when that majority
that the two candidates would split over to his side. Kennedy gathered and others. In California. where
25 students. Tryouts will be Nov. was slightly trimmed.
times
15 and final competition Nov. 17.
In the Senate race, the Demo- the number of states evenly; each 133 of the 115 electoral votes held , Kennedy’s lead dwindled at
that
crats won 20 of the 34 seats and getting 25. The possibility re- by these states, which included to around 10,000 it appeared
the
led in one undecided contest. Their mained open, however, that Vice the usually Republican states of absentee ballots might decide
total in the new congress will President Nixon might, in the final New York, Pennsylvania. and New race.
Because of the uncertainty of
probably be 64, a drop of two from count, have a majority of the total Jersey.
The south also proved to be a Illinois and California late Tuespopular vote.
their present 66 seats.
Democratic stronghold, despite day night. Nixon made only a qualELECTORAL VOTE
HOUSE RESULTS
The II ii electoral %,0,-; for pre-elect :,n fear-, that the com- ified concession of defeat around
In the contests for seats in the
midnight before retiring. Kennedy
WASHINGTON (UPI,
i’t
,ed belief that Kennedy would he House, the Democrats piled up
declined to claim victory until his
elected
264
a
probable
total
of
dent Eisenhower was described by "more reasonable" Pain Vice Presopponent made a more definite
picked
up
Republicans
members.
a visitor yesterday as "not hap- ident Richard M. Nixon would
statement. It was not until nearly
173
seats.
The
presthe
remaining
YES
py" about Sen. John F. Kennedy’s have been, and that he would
10 a.m, yesterday morning that
House
is
280
lineup
in
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ent
I. Water Resourei-.
2,700,402
presidential election victory. Eis- "work for better understanding."
Vice President Nixon finally adthe
Democrats
and
151
for
for
2.
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2,025.620
Terms .
’1.813,912
enhower’s mood was assessed for
77111,ed r!rfpri.
the GOP.
3. Disabled Veterans l
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reporters by C. Burke Elbrick,
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In
California
most
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4.
1,780,73’
Terms
of Office .
2.688,859
"Fight on Spartans," the new S. ambassador to Portugal.
cumbent Representatives were re- 5. Compensation of Legislators
1,961,152
2,709,171
fight song, will be introduced at
F:Ihrick, the President’s first
----------------3,030,305
including
Charles
6.
Golf
Course
Assessments
1,912,412
office,
turned to
the halftime of the SJS-Flesno caller since the election results
2.496,065
7. Chiropractors
1,929.027.
Gubser of the 10th district.
stale game tomorrow night by its h. v.
deflnitr. told 11Mt,111. n
2,024.146
2,532,716
Control of the Senate is expect- 8. Eligibility to Vote
composer and then sung by the "The President looked fine. Ile
Lockout tomorrow night for all
1.110,161
3,162.624
student body, according to Roger Is net happy about the results women students in approved hous- ed to be taken over by Sen. Mike 9, Claims Against Chartered Cities
1.113,73.:
3,177.139
10. Administration of Justice . .
S. Muzzy. assistant professor of of the election, but you could ing is midnight, announced Gretch- Mansfield of Montana who will
1.767.91,,
.. .3.442.66R
11. Veterans Tax Exemption
as
maJohnson
Lyndon
replace
music.
en
Ecker.
AWS
representative
to
not expert him to he."
3,300.934
951,05-1
12. Revising Constitution
was
who
Johnson,
leader.
jority
of
judicial
the
board.
Sources from behind the iron
Frank W. Erickson, assistant.
_2,771.139
140,866
13. District Court of Appeals
John
under
vice
president
elected
Cuba will be discussed by Dr. Paul
AWS cabinet passed a rule that
p,ofesser of music, who wrote the curtain expressed an opposite re---------1,829,494
2,641,987
Crossing
Bonds
14.
Grade
Baran, a member of the Stanlate leave privilege must be for- Kennedy. aLso won election as 15. Senate Reapportionment
3,221,491 A.
will he guest conductor of action to Kennedy’s election.
1.660,085
Texas, a post he will
ford university department of
The Soviet press and radio, ig- feited when a student stays over- senator from
SJS marching hand when it
resign just prior to inauguration.
economics at :130 p.m in cafeteria
noring official .Soviet neutrality, night at another approved housing
’settled.
rooms A and 11, said Ben Ziataroff.
hailed John F. Kennedy’s victory establishment.
TASC education chairman.
Gus Lease, assistant pro- Tuesday as a step toward better
The cabinet also announced
fit music, who wrote the U.S.-Russian relations.
lockout is to he observed when
The talk, open to all students
ti. will be the guest vocalist.
Individual Russians also express - returning from home or from a
and faculty members, is the secsong will be presented by
holiday
ond in the TASC series on conssor Erickson and Dr. Leas,
,Tov,
,,,den,
Senior class president Rod DinS.1- temporary problems.
it’d." saw
tossing
then will be sung by the st.
don will present the traditional , win prie.c "it Hwy are niaturc Cienahan.
Baran recently visited
Dr.
dem cheering section.
dent Lee Cox at a joint meeting
enough to present a crud stunt ’ "We will havc people looking for Cuba, and will answer questions
for the freshman, sophomore, and
Copies of the song will be pass.,
lion," said ASH President Pat students that are causing problems at the end of his talk.
out before halftime activities tr..
late senior classes today (Nov. 101 McClenahan.
in the section."
class
presishield
to
sophomore
the rally committee:
professor of biology and science
be also penalize!
The
At the SJS homecoming more
For
in
S142.
Tuesday
p.m.
Opera
at
1:30
education, will be guest speaker
"Fight on Spartans"
o cards
rd tossed onto the playin,..
than 400 cards were thrown into fr
Martha
the
meeting.
During
Fight on Spartans, gold
Today is the last day free tick- at today’s meeting of Tr -Beta.
team may’
senior class represen- the air with the danger of injur- fie
ets will be available to students biological science fraternity, at Allshouse,
and white.
UCLA MEMORY
tative to student council, will in- ing students and resulting in a ,
White we are marching
for the Elizabeth Schwarzkopf 1:30 in 5237.
The homecoming q uiee n
form frqshman class president financial loss to the student body.
Dr. /famine. who recently reconcert. The tickets may be obonward,
’There Is a good possibility that UCLA. several years ago. was
Reed Jones of the requirements
San Jose State Nicoll!: memtained in the Student Affairs busi- turned from sabbatical leave, will that the freshman class must ful- the ASH privileges will be revoked.
beep our colors ever
struck in the face by a flying card . hers, their wives and guests will
discuss "Salmon Research in AlasIles% office, TH16.
bright,
by judiciary action. of any student and permanently scarred. At the I hear (Sr. William P. Fidler. secfill to earn the shield.
Tickets at $2 will go on sale ka." During his leave, he did reKeep charging f1 cr
SJS homecoming several students retary general of the American
Monday and Tuesday to faculty search along the Pacific coast
forward.
were injured by carelessly han- Association of University Profesinto
Canada
and
Alaska
following
public.
Fight, fight, fight, tight,
general
and the
sors, speak about "The Challenge
dled cards.
the
migration
routes
of
the
recogSchwarzkopf,
Elizabeth
gold and white,
"Tomorrow night’s card section sf Professional Organization" tosalmon.
opgreatest
right on to victory.
nized as one of the
in he a test for the continuation ’ night at 8 in the cafeteria.
The meeting is open to students
stand up and cheer for
eratic sopranos and concert artists,
card stunts at SJS. When a
SJS chapter president of t h
Befres;unem.,
will
be
the goail is near.
will sing on campus Tuesday, Nov. and faculty.
section is conducted in an adult AMP. Dr. Marion T. Bird. prnserved.
Inward to %Vt.’,
15 in Morris Dailey auditorium.
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vote
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The
Senator
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1
manner it adds to the spirit and lessor of math. said Dr. Fidler’s
ident Nixon race has been one of ’ the electoral vote.
color of the game." McClenahan address is "of very great importI
Botherisn’t
always
so.
But this
the closest of U.S. elections as
TITI,P If,
eidel
f,IC1!
ford B. Hayes, who had 250,8.,7
far as popular vote goes
..;
That is if you figure the present votes less than his Democratic
trend of figures as of late last ponent Samuel J. Tilden. neve
night. At 11 p.m.. Kennedy was theless took the electoral vo.,
ahead of Nixon by 0.16 per cent 185 to 184.
This year’s electoral vote of 1
of the total vote. The count was
i,ssi Bryan Green, the inter- discussion groups with students MI of historic St. Martin’s in -the - 33,215,000 for Kennedy and 33,- for Kennedy and 185 for Nix’
Birmingham,
church.
Bullring
’. inally renowned English cler- cafeteria rooms A and B Monday
027,000 for Nixon
with 14 votes uncommitted as ,!
Student Coo Ile l I yeSiercidy sislie alsi, cited it constitutional
England, which survived both the
m who has spoken before
If the trend continues unchanged last night resembles somewhat the
through Thursday at 10:30 a.m. Industrial Revolution and t he
tamed ASH President Pat McClen- clause stating that only ASH card
.,aisis of college students
when
William
It.
1908
the
until
the
final
count
is
known.
in
count
dishall
residence
He will hold
Nazis’ demise.
LII the world, begins his five1960 election will be the closest Taft beat William J. Bryan 321 ahan’s veto of the controversial holders and -declared members of
cussions at 9 p.m. Monday through
"four-unit deficieticy clause" of the a class" are eligible to hold class
’.it at SJS Sunday evening
Vapopular
election since 1884 when to 162.
with
meet
Booked two and three years in
Thursday, and will
ASH by-laws. If passed, the clause offices. If students deficient in
his opening lecture on
James
defeated
’Grover
Cleveland
his
during
advance, he has drawn overflow
rious living groups
would have allowed students to units are declared memhers of a
,tisttan Faith in the Tvientieth
audiences at leading universities G. Blaine by less than 0.3 per e, ’
stay.
,iiry’ at 7:30 in Concert hall.
run for a class office providing class, he objected, then they am
in his 13 visits to the United of the vote.
they were no more than four units also eligible to vote for nther repHOOKED IN ADVANCE
canon, former chaplain at
Back in 1844, Henry Clay lost
States. He spoke to crowds toHid tiniversity, arrives front
under the class academic mini- I resentatives. which they cannot
Canon Green is presently rector taling more than 20,000 in his to James Polk by a margin of
4:.lars1 tomorrow morning at
mum.
1 constitutionally do. and in a devisit to Stanford university in less than 40,000 votes. A shift
San Francisco’s International airBy a vote of 11 to four, just two! mocracy such as the United States.
only 8000 ballots in two st,c
1954.
’’, to begin his week stay at
(Simi!: sales continue in tInir votes short of the two-thirds marA he stated, "we do not allow any
would have made Clay President
The canon has traveled extensponsored by the College Reif the vote is figured electorally. campus locations today with pro- gin needed to override MeClena- one to rim for offire if /Ir. is not
sively, visiting Ceylon and South
,
.-e "
,
,
council.
And it is the electoral Vole, of ceeds going to the Cal Poly Stu- han’s veto. the Council upheld an,
:mon Green will give t
%%1,
41 lilt I %RI It),
Africa this past year. He has course, which counts. The usual dent Memorial Fund. The sale was veto following an intense discusleetuie series and conduct
spoken in almost every country trend in elections shows that the organized by an SJS student -fac- sion of the ASH president’s rea-1 Earlier in the meet mg the Counbriber of informal discussion
candidate who takes the popular ulty committee formed last week sons for the unprecedented veto i cil passed by-law amendments
outside the Iron Curtain.
As, for students, faculty and
to promote donations to the fund. action, the role of class govern- dealing with the procedures and
Booths are located in front of ments and the constitutionality penalties of the ASH judiciary.
I NG LECTURES
the Spartan bookstore, in front of of the clause.
Penalties which the judiciary may
mdstian Faith in the
the cafeteria, by the library arch,
Intent of the clause, Council impose upon eases referred to it
F..0401001 Century" will be the
and outside the college chapel. members pointed out, was not to: include. aee0ErliDe 111 the amendfor an evening series, to he
They will he open until at least penalize students forced to take , ment. "service to the college corn.
,III Concert hall Sunday.
of 100 s,,
!reduced loads because of student mumty, restriction of privileges.
luin- UM r.
timidity. Th. ii Ill rid - 2 p.m. today’.
’’IFtN and Tuesday; in Morris
Heavy sales yesterday caused government participation, and to monetary fines and rerommenda
leers II lb note their seri ices for lent donations from 3 to 5 p.m.
!’’Y auditorium Wednesdny:
co-chairman Harry F., Wineroth. enable such students to partici- tire for action by the administrathe "Muscular Dystrophy drive" in the San Jose area.
,Ill the Scottish Rite sauditoto he held Sunday and Monday
Susan Mass and Nancy noel are Spartan bookstore manager. and pate in affairs of their own "so- t ion."
. Thiel arld St. James SiS..
In other action the Council tawill be one of the first projects in charge of recruitment of volun- Lorin Wilson to hold two of the cial" class.
’ugh Thursday. he will present
McClenahan’s objections includ- bled a motion to allocate $5000
of the SJS Community Service teers for this drive, initiated to booths open after the scheduled
ries of lectures on "Preparaclosing time.
ed a question of the clause’s con- to the college Cultural Affairs
Committee.
help unfortunate children.
1.’thlY The talks begin at 7
More of the candy was sold at stitutionality and that he felt the Committee that would he added
Eugene A. 1111bl:wird. executive
In addition to this project, the
secretary of the Central California Community Service Committee the dormitories and at residence clause created a "double standard" to $5000 saved from last year’s
"tell
afternoon,
Monday
Muscular Dystrophy. assn. asked will sponsor a "blood drive" and centers last night, and plans call In which students deficient in units allotment, and appointed Bill Nel!) for Christian Marriage" in
Carolyn Hayes. chairman of the a "campus chest dyke" laler in for more "distil. to Muir" selling could run for class offices but not son, junior, as interim chairman
BRYAN GREEN
his ex ening.
for ASB offices.
service committee to recruit vol- the semester.
of the committee.
anon Green will hold informal
. lectures Sunday night

Reading Contest
Signup To Close

Ike and Kennedy Disagree
Victory Song On U.S. Presidential Pick
To Get Debut
At Grid Game

State Propositions Summed Up

Midnight Lockout
For Campus Coeds

TASC Sponsors
Economist’s Talk
On Cuban Problem

Sophs Will Accept
Senior Shield

Last Day Today Prof To Discuss
Migration
To Get Free Ducats Salmon
1,.IL ILL L. .1

One More Chance
For SJS Card Stunters

Dr. Fidler Talk
Slated Tonight

Election Race Looms as One
Of Hi hest in Popular Votes

Canon Bryan Green To Open Five-Day
SJS Lecture Series Sunday Night

Council Backs Mcaenahan
Veto of ’Deficiency’ Clause

Memorial Fund
Cal. Poly. Sales
Continue Today

Committee Requests Student Volunteers
For SJS Muscular Dystrophy Drive
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Editorial

A New President

ale

.A new presideni has
Democratic presidential nominee, Sell. John F. Kennedy, was chosen
by the voters of America to "call the nation to greatness."
The "call to greatness" remark was made the day of the
presidential election. But to quote an old cliche "The proof is
in the pudding."
The Eisenhower administration has asked Americans to
meet many challenges to our greatness in the past eight years,
and Americans have met them.
But many Americans have felt less than great during these
years of Soviet achievement in diplomacy, and in military and
scientific technology.
America. and American, have met the Soviet challenge,
but not in the boisteros,
u self-ccriain way that has long been
the exclusive American trademark. The tall-talking, loud bossy
ttttt has long been criticized. But
American abroad and at
we feel Americans have a great heart and though loud, we have
gotten things done.
Such a man as Churchill likened our nation to a "great
horse pulling Europe and the M est out of the mud and muck
of the World War. But." he a-keil of columnist Stewart Alsop,
"will America continue to pull r
In the past few sears another tall-talking, loud, bossy person has dominated the scene. He has gotten things done, but
we do not believe his treatment of Hungary and Poland showed
heart. Such cruelty we have seen only in war.
America has often stood idle. though sometimes necessarily so, while the Soviet nion, under Khruslichev. has moved
aggressively. When we exerted ourselves we have contained
aggressors before. Behind a strong leader we cria tb mr again,
if it becomes necessary.
We should not be afraid of change, if we are young-thinking and hold our highest aspirations in heart and hand.
t folIf Kennedy can show us the wav to greatness, we
low him.-
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bands or combos, and who wish
to have their groups placed on the
recommended list in the Student
Activities office must contact the
office before 5 p.m. today, Terri
Galvin, student activities adviser
said today.
The list is now being revised
by the activities office Adm242,
and will be drafted Monday. It will
be available for people interested
in hiring student musical aggregations.

Foreign Students
Offered Holiday
Dinners in Homes

Hazers Get ’Boot’
Si2attatiadi
PASADENA , l’Pl , The me-

Thrust and Parry

I. speet for our fellowman.
Making cutting remarks
about ’OP’s band uniforms (resembling Halloween costumes)
and the stadium (a "barnyard")
displays great taste. The orange
and black uniforms worn by a
great bunch of students from
COP are most certainly worse
than those worn by our cheerleaders, the likes of which went
out with the minstrel shows and
now are found only in the rankest burlesque houses.
We realize, of course, that this
all originated in the minds of
sober men. Sober: Anyone capable of following his own wine
bottle down the bleachers instead of his neighbor’s.
Yes, we’re proud to be students at a first-rate nursery
school detention home.
Mike KumheItz ASH 11310
Eleanor Kambeitz ASH 1181)9
Harry Calkins ASB 601
Pat McFarland ASH 9987
Jerry Dagg ASH 10292
Glenn Nurrlsh ASH 10725
9985
Robert Gomez

’Why Not Opinions,
Personal Teaching?’
Lit1101:

Without malting a

prisiuctIon of it:
1. Does Mr. Esler’s protest
voer expression of personal
opinion by teachers stem from
disapproval of such freedom of
expression or disagreement with
the opinion expressed?
2. Here at a teachers’ college,
does Mr. Esler suggest that our
teachers be muzzled? A common
practice in some countries- fortunately not here.
3. If impersonal teaching is
desired, why go to a person for
it? And speaking of scholarship,
a first requirement for learning
is open-mindednessno?
(:corge Wallace, ASK 16604

Attention of foreign students is
called to many opportunities from
giving and Christmas dinners in
Students Praise
private families offering Thankstheir homes. "This is a wonder’Sportsmanship’
ful opportunity to get acquainted
Enermt We \
I,kr to
with new people and new customs," says Mrs. Marion Richards, congratulate the SJS routers and
their "leaders" for their amazforeign students adviser.
Literally hundreds of holiday ing display of sportsmanship at
invitations have crossed Mrs. Rich- COP.
Obviously, it’s the well-manard’s desk.
Mrs. Richards asks these stu- nered, educated individual who
dents to "please sign up as soon endeavors to make as many
as possible for either or both clever sounds of displeasure as
holidays," in the writing clinic, possible when a choir sings a
TH30, in SD122 or in the student hymn. This shows our unanimous
love of Cod and country and ohit
personnel file room Adm217.

sident of Pasadena City College
said Tuesday fraternity members who tarred and chained
nine pledges as part of a hazing
prank will be suspended for at
least a term.
"I have instructed our dean of
student activities to begin an
investigation immediately to establish the names of those who
participated in the hazing." Dr.
Catherine J. Robbins said.
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Where Servings Are Large
And Prices are Right

ARCHIE’S
STEAK HOUSE
545 S. 2nd St.

Hours 7 A.M. to 9 P.M.
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Stop and Shop

*Awed Studio
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Music Professor To Sing
.510 f deem
Recital Sunday, de Saisset eariecue Pi

Dr. Edwin C. Dunning, assistant professor of music, is
singing in recital Sunday at 3
p.m. in the de Saisset art gallery, University of Santa Clara.

Accompanist will be :,L,1
Beebe, a 1960 graduate of Sao
Jose State.

Bar -B -Q Spare Ribs

The recital will include music
of Arne, Purcell, Handel, Scarlatti, Caccini, Marcellos, Brahms,
Weber, Dello Jolo and selections
from the Berlioz song cycle "Les
Nuits D’Ete."

MELS
PALM
BOWL

Dr. Dunning, a bass-baritone,
came to San Jose State three
years ago and has headed the
revived opera workshop. He directed the "Marriage of Figaro"
in spring, 1959; "La Boheme" in
spring, 1960 and is preparing his
students for a production of
"Cosi Fan Tutte" in January.

The next time you go out for coffee,
relaxing bowling break, too.
try
Melt puts the
into bowling. 40
lanes, restaurant and lounge, Melt is
the place for a bowling date. Mels
welcomes Come and Intramural

The professor is a regular
member of the Cosmopolitan
Opera company and has had
numerous concert engagements
in the Bay area

.11

Hap

iCf
"ARE THEY
GONE?"

Bar -B -Q Chicken
Bar-B -Q Beef

Take a Bowling Break

fun

MELS PALM
BOWL
1523 W.

San
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Z‘
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for FREE
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Homecoming Queen
Dream Girl
Soph Doll
and all Fraternity and Sorority events Specializing
in graduation and placement photos. Proofs shown
and guaranteed.
A.
ent Nece:Ary)
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sss
%Z. 428 E. Santa Clara at 10th .,Zs
s.
CY 7-9698
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alemrefreshes your taste
"air-softens" every puff

"Seems! can’t even
walk down the street
in my A-1 Rapier
slacks without being
followed by women.
I wish they’d show
more self-control.
Not that I blame
em. Al Rapier
slacks are hard

to resist."

Shades of Aladdin’s lampthe genie is back! And
Esterbrook is the sorcerer that turned the trick ... with
the Esterbrook Classic fountain pen! It works magic
with ink! Makes it write smoother ... makes writing
with it easy to read!
But that’s not all! The Esterbrook Classic Fountain
Pen offers you a choice of 32 points. Pick the point that
suits you best andpresto!begin writing the way you’ve
always wanted to write!
Choose from as many colors as you’d find in an Arabian Street Scene ... sixein all! Put magic in your handwriting ... with an Esterbrook Classic fountain pen!
The Istereroole Clesele
Fount., Pen

Sdtedywok
rh twert,,,,a

no

Poo co.

Tl-IESS A POINT CHCACE OF 12-ONS

IS

CUSTOM -FITTED FOR YOui

495 to 6.95

AtAzdent--!ifrwad__,
Stop in and See
THE ESTERBROOK

SPARTAN BOOK STORE
RIGHT ON CAMPUS

111=111=,

)e.m.m4s,
IT,,N1I,T K .!

CONTINENTAL SLACKS

At your favorite campus shop

’77ze ez/banc...-di .422,mghte,/ For the cool, fresh softness in Salem’s smoke is the very essence of springtime. This
most refreshing cigarette of all is made even more so by
Salem’s special High Poroidty paper that "air-softens" the
smoke. You’ll be delighted with Salem’s springtime freshness
its rich, tobacco taste. Smoke refreshed . .. smoke Salem!

menthol fresh
rich tobacco taste
modern filter, too)
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Fall Sorority Activities

lord, treasurer; Juan DeVore. soALPHA CHI OMEGA
Newly elected pledge officers cial chairman; Karen Lee Raitt.
Baer. president; Panhellenic representative; Baraye: Margaret
gully ()Mon. vice-president; Mi- bara Lazo, activities citairman and
Bet ty
secretary; Itita
na Milfer.

,,nw

va.

rSpartans with taste like

EL CHARRO CAFE
for Mexican and American
TACOS
ENCHILADAS

TOSTADAS
FRIJOLES

799 S. First St.

San Jose
r y

Open 11.10

71 fq

Closed Monday

NEW 1961

;E

MARLEY-DAVIDSON

Fraternities Plan W eek
Dances, Contests, Films

ALPHA OMICRON PI
Alpha Omicron Pi’s pledge ,1
ner-darice will be held Salt...:
it! the Champagne and Borderiii
risans of the Hilton Inn. Dick
Layton and his band will supply
the music.
Judy Johnson became a member
of the AOPi pledge class Monday.
OMEGA
hi Omega coeds are planning
their pledge dance which will be
lit -Id Sunday at the San Jose
I
club.
Recently’ initiated into Chi Ome
va were; Louise limy, carol Gallop, Ka,
.soite .,!

P,rrI-:. .1,,,I.

1)1,11 .111(1)
.
I
DI.1.1A GA NI .1.4
Delta Ganuna coeds honored
I
their fall pledge class members
Li a dance at the Lou. Altos Golf
and Country club Friday night.
1
Officers for the Pledge
class
...
Judy Greested. president;
:,. Winfield, treasurer; Nancy
ii Ids,
secretary; Mary Nelson,
...hangnail; Nancy Peterson,
wholarship chairman; Barbara Pi
.111111"1.
Panhellenic repre--entate.r. iind Rayleen Herma n,
lastor ian.
DELTA ZETA
Diane Chase is a new Delta
Zeta pledge.
’atultdates for Phi Simla Kappa
. moonlight girl are Sandy Whiteheart out Betty Lupton. Delta Sign.., Phi dream girl roritesiant is
gala Harris.
riANIMA PHI BETA
liar tried At a banquet at I he
B. 1 Coch
a
Inn recently acre:
Sonny Baker,
Wendy Balsley,
II, that a Barnwell, Cynthia Byers, I
Marilyn Duggan. Marilyn Pryor. i
Linda Rinna, Noel Smith, S
,
Stenerwald and Karen Vitali,
,
Sunny Baker received the Lady
g the Moon award for being the
.1 .t :mnitiiiu pledge of the Year%PP.% ALPHA THETA
The SAE ’s recently ,enataded
the Thetas to announce that Sherry Steiner is a new Daughter of
Minerva.
N!!thntly \Tare,’ line! mat
.

.1.111% TAU ONIEt..A
The pledge class of Alpha Tau
Omega has announced that it will
challenge any fraternity pledge
class to a football game. Arrangements can be made by contacting Mike Clemens, social athletic
chairman, at CYpress 5-9993 or
CYp ress 343562.
DELTA SIGMA PHI
A dinner for Delta Sig brothers
from Fresno State will preceed
tor.inlwerrrow night’s football game.
1
en ty- two fall
Well’
nonotvd recently at a pledge
dance at Li Rineuriada Country

woes

club’

DELTA UPSILON
,l’ onight the brothers and their
dates will view surfing movies
taken in Havvali by DU Fr-an k
Nicoletti,
A progressive dinner-party and
a farewell patty for Mike Nave
are scheduled for tomorrow night.
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
Lambda Chi Alpha brothers
and their dates traveled to the

is

in a class

by itself.

Sprint is a riding thrill, too

extra punch, stamina and maneuverability make it the
ideal machine for your every riding want.

Sprtnt

This year,

into a new world of riding fun, at:

SAM ARENA’S
580 S. First

pre’,

CY 5-1960

2-8960

SJS Engagements
B!oom on Campus
i

Bartlett,
to Norm
-’art Jose City college
.,,rn Saratoga.
Arne ..inseri, junior art major
inn i Sa n .f.,,e, to Kell Begley,
1)eltri Sigma Phi accounting ma; joi
-sristri Rosa.
arni smith. senior home ecoma our front Whittier, to
I nrim.r
Delta Upsilon Daryl tether. senior
frrim !Jae: liezieh.

Jod y

Omega
Chi
Wiles.
Barbant
olnanore general elementary edjun to .Park Brigham
ucation major front Monterey, to
college.
Leonard Davenport, Chi Psi grad carol,’ stone ft-urn Coalinga,
Mated from Santa Clara twiner; p -Hon Charles Kentple, sity now a lieutenant at Fort Ord.
. ;
senior brisines.s major from Arlinggetwral elementary education ma-

Take my shirt, my lit. notes and
my cuff links.., but get your own

Menlo

ST. THOMAS CHAPEL
FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS
Worship Services

Sunday-10:00 a.m.
41
CHRISTIAN CENTER
300 S. 10th at San Carlos
NATIONAL LUTHERAN COUNCIL
Brian Green Is Comingi

fr

.<
90U TELL HER, MAN. The Court King is year shoe...professional traction-tread soles,
flexible instep, full cushioning. A pro on the tennis court, but lust as right with slacks

e Alameda
VCatsaat
hS
4-7447
Sunday Services

Church
Slate

-

CANTERBURY
ASSOCIATION
Christian Center
300 SOUTH 40TH
Th,,Joy
-day Eyoning-6:00 p.m.
Barbaro
ob,11
C. Elizube-,E’

a.m. Perspective

’Take A Car’

te
r, too

good

,

United

States

Rubber

"Can You Test
Christianity?"
G. Winfiald flout, Minister
Charles Tyler. Minister
to Students

NITE

57 00

PARKING

50

SIO 00

Rt-AL’

an,1

T

WORSHIP

APPROVED
APARTMENTS
With or without POOL
All Modern
FURNISHINGS
and APPLIANCES

Carpeting, Drapes
Throughout, All-Electric Kitchens

Wall-to-wall

Reservations Now Being Made
for Spring Semester
Call Now for Choice Locations
Close to Campus Shopping, and Busesl

11:00

a.m.

A service for Itudents by studnts.
Can stop at 7th and Sari Fionando
nd 7th arid San Carlos at 9:30
m. No charge Other stops as
reounted. Cars will run this Stun day. (CY 44441)

OFFICE

-

9 to 5 P.M.

DAYS CALL

CY 7-8877
EVF:’,..1‘’GS

CY 7-8713
-

IIIRRIMINEKAMEMBI~Einfat~141

It comes on like Gang Busters! Bulky
cotton knit is laminated to Seottfoam
for warmth without weight. Floating shoulder. Collar can be worn regular or zipped to a turtle neck. Tan,
olive or black. s, M, L, XL.
19.95

wmq Se’s

Brake Service
PERSPECTIVE 9:40 a.m.

Knox Club

St

DAY and NITE

"ROMANS"
p.m.

SPARTAN DAILV--ill

(Ets a swinge))

LUBRICATION

PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH

6:00

emher il. hail)

. ImiN.M..41.411.40

LAMINATED KNIT JACKET

STUDENT
SPECIALS

r

THIS SUNDAY:

w
A11111 HAS RIGHTS. Like having a Champion Oxford made just for women. Comes
and colorful
fashionable new taper toe -or round toe, if preferred. Light in weight, cool
Staie or department store.
KEN male or female -al any

NIA

Ed,’

land.
Diane Schulhof, freshman, to
Bob Llikienuall, De Ito Upsilon
.
senior public relations major.
Joan Bagley, Alpha Phi, It, Gary
Levi, senior business major from
Bake:al:field and a member of Si
ma Alpha Epsilon.

Services at Trinity, SI N. 2nd
r Communion
.1 00 a.m.
E- iver
kector
P ’-’

WESTMINSTER

9:40

.nlltradIfy.

So.ty

Alpha Phi Sue Chitral, from S.i..
Marino. to Phi Sigma Kappa Alan
KapprIer. senior psychology maim
from At
Molly ’Huge, sophomore animal
husbandry major at Davis, from
Long Beach, to Snorta Chi Jim ,
Motown, senior real estate. ain’t
business major from Compton.
Linda Fry, Alpha Omicron Pi
sophomore police major, to Brier
Walker, Delta Chi sophomore ecoInomics major from Stanford.
Jeanne Hohebtal, l’i Delta Ome1ga senior police major from Al- ,
hambra, to Tom Seek, Chi l’i Sigina senior police major from
Santa Cruz,
Kappa Alpha Theta Kay Mm-(’roman. education major from Oak.
iand. to Sigma Alpha Epsilon HUI
NI, mittun, math major at the Unirtf California, !ruin Oak.

Episcopal Church

8:30 & 11 a.m.
7:00 p.m.
JOHN KNOX
FELLOWSHIP

Ellen shei,e

A P in, A Pin! cpaPtan eental cePeice
45 So. 9th Street
y Kingdom
For A Pin.I

Marriage Vows for Six
of

,Cp a rfa n Society

SIGMA PHI EPSILON
Leading the Sigma Phi Epsilon
pledge class this fall are the folkissing officers: Dennis C’ampania.
vice
Winkler,
president;
Ken
president; Bill Witt, secretary;
Dave Hanson, comptroller a ild
Doug LeBlanc, historian.
Also elected were: Janie Sheppard, guardian and John Phillips,
sergeant at arms.
THETA XI
An afternoon dinner Sunday
will highlight Parents Day at the
Theta Xi house.
Plans are now being made for
the selection of Theta Xi’s Cinderella girl.

Lynn Walker are representing the
Thetas in the Theta (’hi Dream
Girl contest.
KAPPA DELTA
Diane Ray recently became a
member of the Kappa Delta’s fall
pledge class.
Candidates fa pledge contests
include: Carol Sheet and Adrieime Hall. Sigma No White Rtel
Orincess; Pant Thomas and Diara
Bay, Lambda chi Amin’ 1,1,,1
queen.
KAPPA KAPPA
A brunch at Ida s Fire -ale l
followed the init lat km of the f.
lowing coeds: Patti Ball, Gw.g,
Camou, Betsy Or Nancy
Neiderhaus,
Judy
ban,
Nlarglr. srlonit I, ("hi Omega Pm
O’Brien, Susan Rochfurd, Cand
Skapik, Barbara Stoll and Lynn "r "crul’’’’‘41"1 therapy thajta.
from San Francisco. to Paul TayWhitaker.
kw, Sigma Chi business industrial
PI DELTA OMEGA
The coeds of Pi Delta Omega, management major, from Burlinpolice sorority, announced their game, graduated from SJS.
Sherrie Areement, Ikell a Gamma
new officelt; who include: Jeanne
business
major,
to
floheisal. president; Sue Devine, sophomore
%ice president; Rosy Thayer, sec- Jerry Hess, Theta Chi junior adretary -treasurer; Rosie Reyes, so- vertising major.
Delta Gamma Wanda Brookcial chairman; Mary Bambauer.
publicity chairman and Susan shire. senior, to Beta Theta Pi
John Hurter. senior at UCLA.
,tones, pledge chairman.
Alice Ann Clark, sophomore muThe following coeds recently
have become pledges: Doris Bat- ic major. from San Jose. 1,, Hob
tie, Carolee Booth, Robin Halpin Fenton, Theta Xi junior business
Rose Hernandez, Sue Jakle. St -v- major. from San Jose.
Marie Rogue, junior secretari:il
et...nee Lasell, Valerie Luchetti.
.leri major from
to Jerrt
Mary Jane Marlow ;Ind
Rodeo,
Rothschild.
Wheeler, Phi Sigma Kappa junior
SIGMA KAPPA
industrial management major from
Included in the fall pledge ranks Filllerton.
of Sigma Kappa are: Sharon ("asAlpha Chi Omega Prank Reimteel, Laurie Crafts, Sue Laird, I men, from sa curios. itPhi
Kappa Wane swinramp.
son,
f
Webster.
Gerri
fillft
Millar
Nancy
industrial management on
I senior

,Hutts. sany

Sprint stands for style. Sprint stands for sport. Sprint

.r. Iwo charter
Bill Wings, and Neal Kaplan
have joined the fall pledge class.
PHI SIGMA KAPPA
Plans fur the Moonlight Girl
contest are now in progress. Candidates will attend the first tea
Nov 16.
SIGMA CHI
Leading the pledge class this
fall at* its new officers who include: Pete DeMare, president;
Allen Cox, vice president and suclad chairman;
Bun felts reel ti.
treasurer and Dennis Curtis. ath
letic chairman.
Bob Graham has become a Sigma Chi pledge..

r,.........______,___............_.

CAMPUS LEADERS for

a

Century

Batteries

ATKINS

T,

BREHM BROS.
BRIulr.‘p

’-’41;T

1860/1960
FIRST AT SANTA CLARA

Across from Campui.
4th

and

SAN FERNANDO
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Spartan Poloists End Home Season Harriers in NorCal Championship
Tonight Against S.F. Olympic Club Santa Clara Youth Village Favored;
Hopes
RT AN DAILY

Thursday Noveruher 10 1960

San Jose State’s Spartan water’ season and put their hopes for a , bert said shortly after the firs!
ladoists terminate their 1960 home winning year on the line tonight 10. C. game
when they entertain the San Fran- i
Since that time the Spartans
e,ci, Olympic Club at 8 o’clock I have drilled hard onpolishing
* *
El Gato
** n the Men’s gym pool.
their ball handling techniques.
Import Sales
Art Lambert’s San Jose team’s Tonight will %re whether the
(e.erall won -lost mark vcas squared practice bore ant. fruit.
at 5-5 yesterday at Berkeley when, On Nov. 18 and 19 San Jos.1959 Kw-mann Gina C
the California Bears, unbeaten in i will head for San Francisco and
tibia
13 starts and already undisputed , the State College Water Polo
,Flarr.p of the AAWU. coasted to Championships at S.F. state.
$2095
a 12-7 victory, the Bears’ second. Most of the California state col- ,
’V
,.er SJS this season.
! leges will be represented, Lam-,
1960 AUSTIN HEALEY
Leading 10-1 at the half, the herr said. Long Beath slate col.’
Bears were paced by Dick Stuart : lege has been hotter than a pistol
S2795
and John Bordy with five and four of late and will probably be fa- ’
-zoals each respectively.
,
’.,.red to take the title.
siOrll Jose will toss all its marAfter the State College (’ham1959 TR3 ROADSTER
’,kinships San Jose will enter
hies into the ring tonight against
the Northern California Water
the rough -tough 0. C., which
$1895
gave the Spartans their worst
Polo Championships at Treasure
pasting, score-wise, of the sea- i island Nov. 21-23.
1959 FIAT ROADSTER
son cc hen the two clubs met , Lambert will probably use a
Oct. 20 in San Francisco.
mixture of sophs. iuniors and sett895
Lambert called the first 0. C. lore against the 0. C.. so a very
MA,’ 11 SEEN P.
game a SJS comedy of errors, tentative starting lineup might see
wherein the Spartans were mor- Ross BetTy. Preston Brunst. Lontally wounded by bad passing. nie Christensen. Jim Monsees.
El Gato Import Sales
,
, which was turned into easy goals I Mike Roach. Bob Wegman and
291 East Main
Los Gatos
or
Wettach
John
George
by
either
the alert Olympic Club vets. I
EL 4-4700
-We could have, and probably i Henry at goal. depending upon
should have, beaten them, if not 1 which team opens at the deep end
. for the bad ball handling.- Lam- ’of the pool. -SHAW
.
_

ALL

;1X1111:111s
AT
P11111111
STEREOPHONIC
MONAURAL
CLASSICS
PONILAI

1/2 PRICE
SALE
ON LARGE
SELECTION
OF STEREO
& MONAURAL
L.P.’s

OPPOSITE tl MIMEO

VALLEY FAIR
AT "V’ PARKING LOT

B y GARY PALMER
Four powerliiiii-e-. the Santa
Al
I lira )1 milli \ illage, Stanforo.
California and San Eranciseu
-talc- hate filed entries for toilav’s Northern California Crosstry t.lanipionships on the
4,
:sail Jose State "obstacle" course.
The Spartans would have their
hands full if they were at f u II
strength, but will find the task
at hand doubly difficult when they
toe the starting mark at 4 p.m.
Charlie Clark. San Jose’s stellar distance ace, who broke his
leg last August was expected to
be ready for the Nor Cal Championships, but Winter has dedared him out of the gruelling
race.
"His leg is coming along fine.
but it still bothers him some,"
said Winter, "and we don’t want
to take any chances with it."
Sophomore Ronnie Davis will be
expected
to carry a large share
.
of the Spartan’s load, but will get
considerable help from another I
soph, Dan Landers and freshman
Ben Tucker.
"The three have come a long
_

RRONZAN
58-26

Tf..%MS
Fresno St. ft
san Jose St.
%Sr Force 6
1 .t’.L.A.
.4outhern Cal e
Baylor
California ta
Washington
Wash. St. a
Idaho
V% est. Va. If
Oregon
oregon St. @
stanford
I 1 tah St. 11( .0.P.
%rmy 6
’ Pittsburgh
NI kiiouri ’ix
Oklahoma
Mississippi 6
Tennessee
Notre Dame reu
Miami
Texas @
T.C.U.
Wisconain @
Illinois
Ohio St. ia,

UCLA
27-7

-Baylor

22-7
DI.t.sh.
28-7
WSU
36-6
Oregon
28-7
OSC
21-8
Utah St.
14-7
Army
14-7
Missouri
14-0
Miss.
14-10
Miami
21-14
TCU
14-7
Wise.
14-10
Ohio St.
10-7
Mgr
21-14
Minn.
21-14
Lions
24-17
Raiders
23-14

Michigan St. @
Northwestern
Purdue @
Minnesota
RATS ti:
Lions
Buffalo rei
Raiders

PALMER
52-37
S-IS
20-13
UCLA
33-7
Baylor
13-8
Wash.
28-8
Witt
27-0
Oregon
35-0
OSC
21-12
Utah St.
26-14
Army
18-13
Missouri
27-8
Miss.
20-7
N.D.
14-7
Tessa
14-8
Wise.
20-14
Iowa
21-13
MSU
20-19
Pardue
14-10
Lions
24-10
Raiders
20-17

SHAW
52-37
FSC
21-18
UCLA
21-15
Baylor
19-12
Wash.
18-8
WSU
21-13
Oregon
13-7
OSC
14-8
Utah St.
24-8
Pitt.
12-8
--.Missouri
21-14
Mimi.
19-13
N.D.
13-7
TCU
24-18
Illini
18-14
Irma
27-23
MS1’
27-13
Minn.
24-13
Lions
28-21
Raiders
19-14

TITCHENAL
52-37
SJS
28-14
UCLA
32-7
Baylor
14-7
Wash.
21-14
W SU
21-7
Oregon
21-7
OSC
32-21
Utah St.
20-14
Pitt.
21-14
Missouri
11-7
Miss.
14-7
N.D.
14-7
Texan
21-7
Wise.
20-7
Iowa
20-14
North.
14-7
Minn.
20-14
Rams
32-21
Raiders
34-21

PETERS
51-38
SJS
27.19
UCLA
27-13
Baylor
21-7
Wash.
34-7
WSU
42-6
Oregon
21-13
OSC
28-19
Utah St.
34-20
Pitt.
U-13
Missouri
26-13
Misc,
16-13
N.D.
20-13
TCU
19-13
Mini
19-15
Ions
21-20
M SU
26-13
Minn.
13-7
Rams
31-20
Raiders
20-14

and
Monthly Parking
since the start of the sea- the trio of Davis. Lander,
Tucker." praised Tucker can stay on the pace
especially
son
way
favorite,
the spike mentor. "In last week’s San Jose will give the
son
antra-squad meet he stayed right a battle.
with Davis until the final 50
Rounding out the Spartan sesen
65 S. 4th St.
yarcs and then he was just a are Horace Whitehead. Alai:
OFFICE 20 S. SEC/,D
couple yards off the pace at the. Anetsky, Elmer Rice and flalpli
finish." he added.
Dykes.
Without Clark. San Jose will
be a definite underdog In the
all -corners meet. Last year’s
champion. SCVV, is expected
to repeat with Lazio Tabor’ and
Jim Beatty leading the way.
Tabori, the renowned Hungarian harrier, at one time held
every world record from 1500 to
5000 meters.
Last year, Clark, considered just
an upstart, scared the SCYV ace
by taking the lead from him
100+ Octane Ethyl
92+ Octane Reg.
three times before losing to his
famed finishing kick.
Examples of year -around oil prices: an 50c
Though Clark will not run, Tabori will again have stiff compeShell x -I00, Quaker State, Triton, Veedol,
tition. This year it will most like qt. can 38c
Havoline, Valvoline, Richlube
ly come from California’s unbeaten thinciad, Alan Gaylord.
Castrol
Another top man to watch is i
I 9c
Eastern Bulk, qt.
100
Stanford’s Rich filter. The In 5 -gal. Sealed Can, 100 _ Easternackage$12.92c8
p
dian are has proved himself a ,
Cigarettes
threat In the toughest of competition.
Also tough is Frank Morgan
10th & Taylor
of SFS.
6t1s & Keys
4th & Williams
"Most of the four-mile race can
be viewed from the Keyes at.
railroad bridge." said Winter, "and
you can see the race as it develops."
fL/444111;
It will take the Spartans’ be-.
effort to grab the title. but
(Author of"! Was a Teen-age Aratf","The M
-e_
Loves of Dobit Gillis", etc.)

$10 per month

SAVE
2.‘ 6L 3‘ gpeal.

CONSENSUS
57-32
SJS
by 5
UCLA
by 18
Baylor
by 10
Wash.
by 17
WSU
by 23
Oregon
by 17
OSC
by 10
Utah St.
by 11
Pitt.
by 1
Missouri
by 13
Miss.
by 7
N.D.
hy 4
TCU
hy 1
Wise.
by 3
Iowa
by 3
MSV
hy 6
Minn.
by 5
Lions
by 1
Rai& rs
by 7

On Campus

STATE MEAT
MARKET
150 E. Santa Clara
CYpress 2-7726
FIRST QUALITY MEATS
WHOLESALE & RETAIL
Hormel & Dubuque
Smoked

Picnics

lb.

39C

Local,
Fresh & Meaty

Fryers
Tender T -Bone

Steak
Fresh, sm. size

Spareribs

THE RAMS *IV BEAD SHOP
)1.**T152t,**.t§2t5C’

KIRBY
PARKING

20% STATIONS

Spartan Daily Grid Selections

IOWA

266 SOUTH FIRST

Davis Holds San Jose State

Run

’?6252525.15tt.52StR5VX

lb. 39(

85’
lb. 49’
lb.

"HOME SWEET HOMECOMING"
A great number of people have been asking me lately, "W
is Homecoming?" but I have been so busy trying to find
why my new sports car leaks that I haven’t had time to an 1 am now pleased to report that I finally discovered why
sports car leaks -I have been driving it upside down I am ready today to turn my attention to Homecoming.
Let’s begin with definitions. Homecoming is a weekend :’l.
old grads return to their alma meters to watch a friotball
visit old classrooms and dormitories and inspect each oth, r
bald spots.
The weekend is marked by the singing of old songs, the vi,: ping of old backs and the frequent exchange of such greetir
as "Harry, you old polecat !" or "Harry, you old porcupine."
or "Harry, you old rooster!" or "Harry, you old wombat !"
As you can see, all old grads are named Harry.
It is not just old grads who liehave with such liveliness di:
Homecoming: the faculty also comports itself with
tomed animation. Teachers laugh rind smile and pole..
and keep shouting "Harry, you old Airedale!" This tinsel...
behavior is carried on in the hope that old grads, in a trans.
of bonhomie will endow a new geology building.
The old grads, however, are seldom seduced. By game
on Saturday their backs are so sore, their eyeballs so
their extremities so frayed, that it is impossible to get a I,
word out of them, much less a new geology building.

the traditionbl look
kl broadcloth sport shirts
:$)
’$)

The fabric, the fashion, the feeling
... all lend the look of class,c ou
thenticity to these favored sport
ds. Distinctively printed on
Dadciotn in hcrdsome, muted
. . . styled with buttondown collar and back pleat.
Tailored in enact sleeve length.
$5.00

.0>

I
4> I

0

4>

curs loude collection
by
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1",

1RROTI-74-

.k>
.1)
01)

PENGUIN SWEATER, JACKET

">

very flattering new jacket length
in the bulkiest of knits!
Plenty of beet and brawn to Grodins Penguin. knitted from pure worsted yarns and
permanentb, moth -proofed. Close the fulllength hidden zip and %,ou have a hand%Mlle crew -neck ... or open as ro, h
you please for another good look!
1295
Raglan sleeves. Solids or stripes.

_
.A-ikoo,orstlt

classics....
in casual fashion
Sport shirts with authentic flair.... naturally favored by the man of defined tastes.
Rich, subtle prints on fine broadcloth
well-turned out in the traditional button.
down collar. You’ll he proud to wear
these sport shirts from Our Arrow Cum
Lands collection.
$5.00

Even the football game does not improve their ,
"Hrnmph!" they snort as the hottatteani completes a
march to as touclalnwn. "Do you call that football? \
in my day, they’d have been over on the first
/come, football was football III
dAys - taut II,putiby girls’ game that passes lor fisithall today!
at that bench -51) substitutes -itting there. N1 Is.
there were II tuen on a team and that was- it. WI
a leg, they slapped it piece of tape on it :nal you
in. Why, I remember the big game :Against State.
_
fiats, our star quarterback, was- killed in the third qua rt,1
mean, he was pronounced dyad. But did that stop old fh,
Not on your tintype! Back in he went and kicked the win
drop kick in the last four seconds of play, dead as he was.
in tny day, they played foulltull. by Nrorge!"
Everything, say the old grads, WAS better back in their if
everything except one. Even the most unreconstructed e,
old grads has to admit that back in his day they neri!
smoke like Nlarlboro never a cigarette with ,,isels a
- never is filter no easy drawing, a flavor as, toild yet i.
abundant, so bountiful -never a choice of flip-top Isis ot
pack.
Sc, old grads, young grads, and undergrads, a lii don t
settle back and have a full -flavored smoke? Try MarlIsiri
filtered cigarette with the unfiltered taste, and flow,
will lie a happy occasion and the sun will shine :Ind ti I,.’ filled with the murmur of wings and no nian’s haft.
raised against you.
In.

%rJI
VALLEf FAIR, 2801 STEVENS CREEK BLVD.

diatedie

attchwirzI

A

Al Homecoming time-or any time-try Marlboro’s ono,
tered companion cigarette mild. &curt ul Philip Mon el Regular size or king size Commander -a brand neu and happit
experience in smoking! &yea Corn mender-reckoner aboard!

FSC-SJS in 8 p.m. Clash Tomorrow

on Spartans in Grid Crucial

Coach Bob Titchenal and his by a sore right hand that was stepaides hope they have rebuilt the ped on and cut in the COP fray. He
confident!. that was lacking in the may not go both ways, but is expected to be prominent on offense
dismal downpour at Stockton.
Cecil Coleman’s Bulldogs from
Physically, the Spartans expect
to be ready, though fullback John- the California raisin capital has..
already tucked away a third
straight (’(’AA championship,
n ,
4 r
and would like nothing better
LARKS
than to frost the cake with a
During 3 -Day Weekends If’s
HOME OF THE
win over the Spartans.
HOUSE OF PIZZA
HAPPY HOT DOG
Fresno offers a two-unit, bal95 Almaden Are.
CY /-9908 anced attack, led by Mid -Bracket
’,ANTA CLAPA
All-American halfback Dale Mes1
I
ser, touted as one of the nation’s
finest.
CONVERT YOUR 3 -SPEED BIKE
Messer, who can do everything
with a football, leads the team in
TO A 9 -SPEED DERAILEUR
pass receptions, scoring, rushing
FOR ONLY $18.50 INSTALLED
and kickoff returns.
Greer Ease i
He is far from alone in the FSC
For High
OPEN
FRIDAY
’TIL
9:00
l
l
i
H
n
Climbing
Speed Touring
backfield, however.
George Ragsdale, at the other
halfback slot makes the Fresnans
tough at the position and
CY 3-9766 doubly
1435 The Alameda
Larry Iwasaki at fullback has also
proved hard to bring down.
A pair of capable quarterbacks
GET THE LAST OF A VANISHING BREED
operate in the Bulldog backfield
In the persons of Bob Van (:alder
. . GET OLD FASHIONED HAMBURGER
and Ni ck Pupae.( olema n alterat
nates the two signal -callers effmtively, to giVe Fresno state a
THE BURGER HOUSE
strong scoring punch.
It’s conceded that SJS will offer
"we grind our own"
the stiffest test to date for Fresno,
but the Spartans will have to mus"STUDENTBURGERS" at a Student Price
ter a top effort if they are to reYears of Satisfied Spartan Customers
peat last year’s 40-14 win over
the Bulldogs.
388 E. SANTA CLARA
Mike Jones and Chon Gallegos
will have to call on 01hpoint aerial
accuracy if they are to hold down
the interceptions, which Fresno
BILL WERT CHEVRON
has been picking off at the rate of
two a game.
7th and KEYES
Spartan speed could well be the
key factor, but even more imporI Block kNorth of SPARTAN CITY
tant will be their mental attitude.
Convenientl located to serve car owners of
Fresno, no doubt, will be keyed to
San Jose State
the hilt for this one.
three tomorrow night 1111.
the Spartan.. sqtas out of the
doldrums that pre% ailed at (Alp
Ilvot weekend.
Fresno state riding the crest
of a I, .iroe win skein, confident

A San Jose State if eshinan football team will set foot in University of California’s Memorial Stadium for the first time in SJS history tomorrow when Bob Jones’
Spartababes meet the Cal freshmen at 2 p.m.
Tomorrow’s action in fabled
Strawberry Canyon will be both a
"first" and a "last" for both clubs.
They’ll be playing their final
games of the season, and the contest will mark the first time the
two yearling squads have met on
the gridiron.
San Jose currently sports a
3-1- I ,4111%0111 record utile,’ Includes a season -opening 14-7 loss
I’. S.F. state’s junior varsity, a
14-14 tie with the Stanford frost,
and decisive victories lis1.1*
Polv’s junior varsity, the (’OP
fresh and the Fresno state junior varsity.
On the other hand, the Cubs,
plagued all season long by key injuries, have dropped all four of
their previous games.
But San Jose scouts who have
watched the Cal team in action
say the Cubs have a much better
ball club than its record indicates.
Cal is led offensively by two
halfbacks, Chinin Tana, formerly
f Cubberly high school, and Wall
lartwell of San Diego.
Stalwarts in the C’ubs’ line are
t.!ckle Wayne Skinner and center
Vattuone.
Jones said he’d probably start
the following against Cal, adding
that Walt Roberts and Don Jensen

l’01111.
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MOTOR TUNEUP
LUBRICATION
WHEEL BALANCING BRAKE SERVICE
TIRES BATTERIES AUTO ACCESSORIES
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Terrific Discount on Brake Work
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San Jose Theatre Foundation
Final Week -end of

.ch otl,..r

’The Love of
Four Colonels"

I, the s,
greet
wom

t

STUDENT RATE 51.50
unund
nscl
tra!

mircP TA tvIC_,,P.C...-AN:

Reservations:

137 W. San Carlos

CY 4-2247
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trave’.;e..

Wonci

OH! It’s Wonderful

I

get

to Wear Contact Lenses!
Contact Lensses have elevated
me to new realm of beauty.
Formerly I was only scrumptious. But now ... well ... see

for yourself!
See Joe Allen & Frank Jackson

CONTACT LENS CENTER
SPECIALIST IN CORNEAL CONTACT LENSES

213 SOUTH

ake
ti tw
you 1;r,,’
right I Li
hirry ti...,relartcr I
dd [burry’
sviw,
albs. 1.

FIRST STREET

CY 7-5174

Security First
National Bank
serving
Southern California
will have a representative on Campus
NOVEMBER 15

heir d
led ui

to discuss:
Accelerated Management Training
Immediate Responsibility
Outstanding Promotional
iii slIrseitilibissoP
Heal 1.i% ing Conditions in a
Stimulating Environment.

?WM 1111,,

Mort ie.
and haw,
neaboafd

Please make necessary arrangements at your Placement Office.

Lynn
met on the gridiron for the first
time in 1921, with the Golds, as
SJS was then called, recording a
14-2 victory.
That contest back at the start
of the Twenties touched off a rivalry that has re-materialized 28
times down through the decades.
When the Bulldogs and Spartans bang heads tomorrow for
the 29th time, San Jose will
shooting for its 16th series u,in
It the FS(’ eleven, one of Ile best in the Se11110I’S 111401’.%,
ph, it will he the
should tr*
Bulldogs’ 11th decision.
San Jose ground the Bulldogs
into a couple of cases of dog food
at last season’s meeting with an
easy 40-14 win.
But Spartan mentor 13oh Titchenal said his club "got the jump on
’em’ last year, resulting in the lopsided victory.
Fresno’s passing atiack, weak
last year, has finally come.
around Titeh added.
"They had a good club last
year." Titch said, "and they’re
much stronger now. Their two current quarterbacks tVan Guider and
Papact were inexperienced last
year, but now they have the ;Advantage of a season’s On k."

Major Oil 38c Qt.

OF
FOREIGN CAR &
DRIVER ACCESSORIES

Cigarettes 22c Pk

STOP BY AND BRO,v5f
Cole Grand Prix
1580 W. SAN CARLOS

SAHARA OIL CO.
2nd & Wilhom

CY 7-8881
From the University of Chicago and
the Menninger School of Psychiatry
a noted professor presents a
constructive
realistic
Biblical
interpretation of

sex

campus life bookshelf
PAPERBACKS

Moilerne Drug Co.
ANTHONY D. CAMPAGNA, JR.

PHONE CYpress 3-7500
SECOND AND SANTA CLARA STS.

COMBINATION
PLATE

59,

Choice of:
Enchilada - Taco -Tamale . . .
Plus Rice, Beans, Salad

Tico’s Tacos
.

4th and St. James

77

Old

orld Charm in Di inn.,
Ilust Beautiful

Authentic Bavarian Food
Night

Wrestling Coach
Seeks Grapplers
;OIL:

in the process of putting h;
matmen through their paces f.
the season opener, though it is St ill
better than three weeks off.
The squad is working out daily
in the wrestling room of the men’s
gym, hut Mumby emphasized there
are still team openings available
in several weight classes.
Interested grapplers, who have
not yet contacted the mat mentor,
can get in touch with him in the
wrestling room any day of the
week at 3:30 p.m.
San Jose’s mat debut is at Berkeley Dec. 3, in the Northern California Collegiate Novice Tournament.
is

Best Retreads For The Money!

Music

Shimmin (X
Dixie Piano
Sun., Tues., & Wed. :1
Deacon

r.,,.;; 4

Lite Rhinelander . .1
Band

Red Watson

Deacon Shimmin
Mon. & Thurs. Nites
car/en
51

So. Market

{4
(

7-2002

SPANISH KITCHEN
39 E. SAN ANTONIO ST

S -P -E -C -I -A-L

$1.55DiaNNndERS$1.75

(with ASB card)

This Seal is your

NOW
$1.04

Spanish Kitchen Special

$1.25

Tamale Dinner

$1.04

Chili Colorado Dinner

$1.04

Taco Dinner

$1.04

Steak Dinner

$1.25

Chili Verde Dinner
Chili Rellano Dinner

$1.04
$1.04

Chicken Dinner

$1.25

FOOD TO TAKE OUT
We Cater to Banquets and Parties

Goodyear quality
tread materials
Goodyear’s recommended
processing methods

Enchilada Dinner

Tot

PRICES START
AT A LOW

Sue

70 I IS
In and
recappable tits

SAN JOSE TIRE CO.
361 W. Santa Clara

{4

Fri & Sat. Nites,

’

Saturdays & Sundays on/y

Goodyear approved
tread design

139 E. San Antonio

Complete Selection

ifiilding Into the hi ,me stretcl.
of the Northern California Intel
collegiate Soccer Conference se:, son, Julie Menendez’ Spartan boot
!N encounter a weak Santa Clamn
.am Saturday morning at 11 on
he Bronco field.
The Broncos, presently the doormat of the loop, dropped an earlier
I exhibition match to the locals.
San Jose comes off a 3-3 doubl,
In !overtime upset tie with USF In!weekend and will be at 1,,,
strength Saturday.
The kickers, with wins in the.
two remaining matches, could eve!
out their conference slate at 3 3
hut the task will be tough in the .
finale. Perennially tough City Col- i
lege of San Francisco will offer
the opposition.

assurance of:

VINCE’S BARBER
SHOP

Lowest Prices
on Gasoline

PROFESSIONAL PHARMACISTS

You’ll be

He would like to interview Seniors and Graduate
Students in Accounting, Business Administration,
Economics, Finance or Agriculture.

San Jose
A

Booters
Tiff S.C.

natni

Jensen alai Gale Stroud; centet
!Steve Mumma; quarterback Walt
r Roberts; flanker back Del Olson:
halfback Bob Farris; fullback
’Tom Cousey.Shaw.

OPEN ’TIL MIDNIGHT

HEART OF THE MATTER
The
BALTIMORE (UPI)
"heart" of the world champion
Baltimore Cults is made up of
players who were cast adrift
othe NFL clubs for $100 or less-John Unitas, Gene t Big Daddy)
Lipscomb, Milt Davis. Buzz Nutter
and Bill Pellington.

so proud ...
You just won’t be able
to keep it under your
hat!

NOW in

ican candidate Dale Messer Saturday
(top) and teammate George
Ragsdale (bottom) are Bulldogs’
one-two halfback punch that
will cavort on Spartan Stadium
gridiron tomorrow night at 8

SJS-Fresno
’Rock’ Top Meet for 29th
NCAA ’Toe’ Grid Contest

with 48 points.

been elected season c..-captains by the team:
Ends --Dave Gardner and Dave
Johnson; tackles- Ken Sandefur
and Ralph Wenzel; guards
Don
tlits’e

BULLDOG BEAUTSAll-Amer-

SJS Punter

IA-ailing the Spartans in just
about every statistical category except punting, which shows SJS’
Kent Rockholt topping the NCAA
in that department, Fresno state
college invades Spartan Stadium
tomorrow night in an effort to pad
its impressive totals while trying
to win its eighth straight game of
the season.
Spartan fullback Rockholt has
booted the leather for 956 yards on
22 attempts for a 43.4 average to
lead the nation’s "toes.
Although ranked under the small
college ratings, statistically, the
Bulldogs have ben a strong undefeated football squad.
They have averaged 31 points
per game while allowing their opponents only an average of eight.
All-American candidate Dale
Messer, a 5-10, 170 pound dynamo,
has averaged 36 yards per carry on
kickoff returns, 7.4 yds. per rushing attempt, has grabbed 23 aerials to lead the receivers, and has
scored 12 touchdowns.
Quarterbacks B o b Van Calder
and Nick Papac have totaled 1109
of the Bulldogs’ 1249 passing yards
with a composite completion percentage of 56.4.
The Spartans, In one less game
and against more potent opposition, show Johnny "Touchdown"
Johnson as the rushing leader with
347 yards on 63 carries for a
mark. He also tops the scorers

-.

San Jose Frosh Eleven Meets Cal
Tomorrow at 2 p.m. in 1960 Finale

that its victory string, tied In ny Johnson has been hindered
By GARY PALMER
A two-gamc San Jose State weekly knots, will be length- by a sore shoulder and guard and
streak could easily be- ened at the expense of San Jose. captain Dick Eyler is still bothered

VG

urr vs. fl

Thursday, November 10. 1080

Fresno Flashes

Phone CY 7-9950

41--mpARTAv nAri

Thiircrl iv Nrit einher ill ’toff’,

College Area Four SJS Instructors Attend
Fascinate Gets Cleaned 0.1. Conference This Weekend
Group On Saturda

Balkan, Near East Dances
Spare-Time Campus Dance
Bs BEE itooSit R
Hilt’ %rt. Editor
An enthusiastic group ot 25 students meet once a week to stomp
and swing through Balkan and
Near Eastern dances. Many of the
students are beginners, some are
more experienced, but they are
all there strictly for fun.
The group, which meets every
Thursday at 3:30 p.m. in WG8,
was the idea of Dr. John Britz.
assistant professor of English. He ’
teaches the group and leads them
through their dances. When not
dancing, Dr. Britz teaches European literature and composition.
The dances which the group do
come from YllgoslaVia 1Serbia.
Crotia and Macedonia’, Greece,
Rumania, Bulgaria. Armenia. Syria. Israel and sometimes from
places like Kurdistan, Turkey or
Albania.

influence in the Balkan and Near
Eastern countries very few of the
dances are for couples. Moslem
men were forbidden to dance with
%% omen.
Another reason for the lack of
couple dances. Dr. Britz brought
out, is the fact that the dances
are "social events." A whole village may join in a dancemen.
women, children. young and old
and the dance provides an opportunity for visiting, gossiping, talking and singing while feet move

to the ,i1:111II k1i
d.ince.
The professor praised the members of the women’s physical education department, in particular
Dr. June McCann, department
head. and Helen Doerr, instructor
of folk dancing. who have made
the gym available to the group
and who have offered encouragement and help.
If you want to forget your troubles and relax after a hard day
of studying, folk dancing with this
he just what you need.
It1:1

FATAL LEAP

Primary Education
Piano Exams Due

DANCES SIMPLE
They are line or circle dances
with fast tempos :Ind small. intricate footwork. The dance itself
tends to be simple since the cultures from which they come am
uncomplex. said Dr. Britz.
"They are dancers’ dances," the
professor commented. "rather than
spectators’ dances. They are done
for the fun of movement, not for
show."
Dr. Reitz is fascinated with the
Oriental flavor of the Balkan and
Near Eastern music. "The music
he said, "is as important a: the
dance steps."
NO COUPLES ALLOW I N
11,,iuse ,4r !he

Job Interviews
ee
Not.: Interviws are held
Placement Office, Adm234. Armem lists are put out in advance or ,ea
interview and students are requested
to sign up early.Ed.
TODAY
Ampex will interview ele. ,
,
mechanical and inditstrial
eering majors.
Pitirehoard needs market
and accounting: majors as %yell its
mechanical. chemical and itriis.
trial engineers.
General Electric in interested
engineering, physics and chemistr:.
majors.
MONDAY
’
U.S. Army Audit agency will
interview account ing students.
I
Motorola inc, needs electrical
engineering majors
Philco Western Development
laboratories will inters low elec.
triral and mechanical engineerin students and math ma tors.

Junior and senior kindergarten
primary majors who have not yet
taken the piano examination are
asked by the Elementary Education department to contact one
of the following faculty members
immediately: Miss Loretta Golden, Miss Frances E. Gulland, TH51, or Dr. Alice Hitchcock in
F0214,
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HAWAIIAN SHOP

Hotel Bldg.)
San Jose
Antonio St.
Thurs. ’Til 9:00 P.M.

CY 5-7066 26 W. San
Open 10:00 5:30 Daily
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The team that bounced phone calls off ECHO I
needs good technical and management talent
Come in and find out how far
INTERVIEWS ON
you can go with the Bell System

AVA

Good tand

Furls Rios, Ma’. S. ,rien’s. V
IS Cal’ CY 3.3oact.

Sat. Nov. 12th
8:30 P.M.
Women’s Gym
Dressy Sport

For wearing apparel, gifts. deicers end ether Hawaiian needs
VISIT

Re, --,^e 2

1’??’.

’it. pr.v ,,
’2 S 12,’ A
.
,.;

HELLCATS OF THE NAVY

Students from S.F. State, S.Y. Ciiy
Stanford and Cal, plus special quests
from Fresno State will be there w
you?

Bell System Scientists, working with the National Aeronautic and Space Administration, bounced the first plume call off a manmade satellite, Echo I, in August 1960. The call traveled crocs country hetsseen Goldstone, California and Holmdel, Nett INNey.

,
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Large room,
522 X

Alma 2. Almaden
ALL THE YOUNG MEN
Sldney toter
Alan Ladd
RATTLE IN OUTER SPACE

4.

ENGINEERS

N

S. F;ro & Alma
ELMER GANTRY

DANCE

NA’/AJ’") iouNr,E
’.AN ’7,ALILOS At SHASTA

A

Motorcycle BSA

..."I

EL RANCHO DRIVE-IN

Autumn Leaves

pistoltTou.ts

wtieet

Woman nondd

Woman

SPARTAN DRIVE-IN

HILLEL

for
ir tsahe
intercol.
team
be held
today and each succeeding Thursday, Prof. Melvin H. Miller. associate professor of police, team
adviser. announced yesterday.
Interested students may report
between 12:30 and 4 p.m. to the
National Guard Armory. at Second and St. James sts. The pistol
range is on the second floor.
Professor Miller emphasized
that the team is not restricted
polirr school s;torlswils.

Help Wanted

Rentals

Spartan Advertisers
Your College Shopping
Guide at a Glance

Tryouts Announced
For Sharpshooters

Per Sale

Student would

The Spartan tiriixci, 535
west Chi!), patilti all "intercrillii Le
mixer," or after-the-14mm, dance
Friday from 10 p.m. to 1 a in. in
5VG22. "All students are ills deli."
I says Nancy Kist:1111a. pubis:14i
chairman.
Its usual purpose of promoting
good will is to prevail at this
Orioeci fete. Miss Kudatna said
’Representing the club are advisers
Dr. Harris Martin. Social Science
departtnent and Dr. Horst NI de
la Croix, art department

I

ir0Lint.i,,,.man, chairman
eV el
of the saw,
of WAA’s horseback recreation
a yen to ride a horse?
1..tiestrian lovers may ride with group.
Miss Cushman said that men
Thursday from 3:30 until 5:15
;i
in Alum Rock park. accord - and women students may arrange
for the Thursday trip by signing
a posted sheet on the WAA bulleVoters Must Attend
tin board in the Women’s gym by
Class Meeting First
Monday of each week. Cost for
Those who wish to vote in ihe the trip is $2. she said. Further
upcoming elections must attend information . can he obtained by
respective phoning CY 7-202ii.
meetings of their
classes Monday and Tuesday.
Junior class meets Monday in
5142 at 3:30 p.m.. announced
Gary Wood. chairman of the den’.
tion hoard Senior class meets
ui 330 p.m. Tuesday.

Classified Rates:

Coll at Student Affairs Office
Room 16, Tower Hell
No Phone Orders

The regular conference will begin Monday and end Thursday
with Mrs. Doris Cutting, assistant
professor of O.T.. representing
SJS.
More than 1000 delegates from
across the nation are expected to
attend.
Miss Booth announced that
Miss Virginia Kilburn, education
director for the Occupational
Therapy assn., and Miss Margaret
Fish, executive director, will be
at SJS November 21 for a meeting of the Northern California
O.T. assn.

Alum Rock Horse Trails Scene
Of WAA-Offered Weekly Riding Trips

CLASSIFIEDS
To Place an Ad:

l

LEAPING to her death from the seventh floor of the Time Square
hotel is Mrs. Mary Janet Tamburri, 40, of New York City. She
toppled to her death as a parade was forming for Sen. John F.
Kennedy

TI 1.:*41) VS"
Developmeo
Phileto Vree.tern
Inhoratories again will interviea Title 55
siu,nta Mu Tau, meeting 5303.
math. electrical arl!
p.m.
engineering stude:
ssC, speakers. cafeteria,
it ion:, I Mini.
Seeurity First
,rons A and B, 330 p.m.
will meet students n ;
Community Servkie eommittee.
ministration. finanun.
Arire2t6 2 pm.
:111d ef,1110111iCS,
draitienstvo,
It
,!4II
Nil no. ne,
wornen’s gym
10,er

25e line first insertion
20c a line succeeding insertion
2 line minimum

Miss Mary Booth. head of the
departOccupational Therapy
yment, will head for Los Angeles
tomorrow to meet with 0. T. diA clean-up order was directed rectors at a pre -meeting of the
at San Jose State this week urg- annual national Conference of Ocing that the college area be po- cupational Therapy assn.
liced. The grid square aimed at
She said she will give a progIs bounded generally by Fourth, ress report of her findings on a
17th, Santa Clara and Reed sts. two-year researeh program which
A letter to Dr. Stanley C. Benz, she completed this summer. Miss
dean of students, asks household- Booth studied 0.T. curriculums
ers to clean gutters and parking of 19 upper division schools and
strips in from of property. It said the work undertaken by occupaalso that cars should be parked tional therapists at 44 hospitals
across the nation.
off the street Saturday.
’Iswo other SJS instructors, Miss
City street service crews will
pick up leaves if residents pile Guinevere Wright, assistant prothem in driveways or rake them fes.sor of O.T. and Mrs. Eleanor
into the gutter. Street sweepers Mann, associate professor of 0.T.,
have been unsuccessful in clear- left last night to attend the preing areas because of lack of co- conference session with Miss
Booth.
operation.

rocc iTo Hold
After-the -Game
Football Dance

ANdnw 4
Thesis’ term ’’’san’: typed.
170 I. 10th Any.
Accurate typing ’o
r,e,
’,MA. Reasonable.
100 WEDDING INVITATIONS. $I? 5r
ow’, I in gold free. A real offer. AL
91.
,AANuscRirs rfIESE TYKE,
.CURATE REAS. FR 8.6561.

FAST

Broasted Chicken to tale home.
Let SPIVEY furnish Broasted
Chicken for your party. From
one order to a thousand.

SPIVEY’S
DPIVE-IN
RESTAURANTS

NOVEMBER
BUSINESS MAJORS

PHYSICAL SCIENTISTS

From atomic research to engineering cost accounting, here’s
a world of opportunity in the field you’re most. intere,ted in.
You may enter a management program where your atimirti .trative and technical abilities can he developed to the fullest.

0 Pacific Telephone

Technical and non - technical
graduate for engineering and administrat ive positions in
California.

17 & 18
LIBERAL ARTS

Your future is bright, working in a forward -looking company. We’re growing fast and need executive talent.
You’ll be ready to grow with us after you complete our
thorough training programone of the finest. anywhere.
Technical and non 1,clinte:11
lop it ton
graduates for engineering and adnunistrat i
throughout the United States,

BiAIN ID I Ak
a CORPORATION

Engineering and physical
science graduates for re.,..,....ffs......,..s. c,.. search, development, and
design of atomic weapons at Livermore, California.

Sign up now,

at your

placement office

25

